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SPACE RADIATION HARDENING AND VLSIC TECHNOLOGY

Dr. Vernal Josephson
Sr. Engineering Specialist
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ABSTRACT

Military Space Systems are required to have a certain level of immunity to all possible
space radiation effects experiences during mission life time. These include upset and latch-
up from weapon x-ray bursts and cosmic rays, photo current burn-out of active junctions
by large prompt doses of radiation, and performance degradation from accumulated dose
due to enhanced radiation belts. Procuring piece parts capable of performing mission
requirements and providing the desired immunity to these effects, and testing to verify the
desired satellite immunity presents problems which must be considered when
contemplating massive use of VLSIC technology where even higher desired levels of
immunity may be desired. The techniques used for hardening and the testing required for
hardness assurance will be discussed with emphasis on their application to VLSIC
technology and its potential in space applications. An overall satellite was subjected to
irradiation in order to verify its immunity to space radiation. These results will be
discussed below.

SATELLITE LEVEL TEST

A satellite level test of a satellite hardened against prompt x-ray effects was the Huron
King underground test conducted in June 1980. The satellite STARSAT utilized
components hardened against x-ray burst upset and photo current burnout, and which were
designed to insure (a) no execution of scrambled commands, (b) no change in operational
mode, and (c) no long-term (>1 sec) circuit recovery from the x-ray burst effects. Among
other accomplishments the test showed that changes (volatility) occurred which could
affect satellite performance. The causes, still unresolved, represent the type of phenomena
which may be even more probable in satellites using VLSICs and which will be very
difficult to identify or correct due to the lack of appropriate test procedures. The
magnitude scale in terms of size, complexity and data analysis can be gained from the
pictures of the test and the tables of data shown in the accompanying Figures 1 through 5.



The piece part types used in the satellite design were bipolar discretes, JIICs, and some
LSICs and one CMOS type. Hardening against upset was accomplished with long time
constant circuits for commands, and hardened memories were flip-flops with RC networks
(Figure 6). Latch-up was prevented in LSICs by power strobing (AMD 2901),automatic
power interrupt (CMOS-CD 4061), and by radiation screening of all JIICs. Hardening
against photo burn-out utilized individual piece part current limiting sufficient to provide a
10X safety factor below the peak power capability for the device in question (Wunch-Bell
criterion), Figure 7. Hardening against SGEMP effects utilized terminal protection devices
(TPD’s), Figure 8, on all input and output terminals determined sensitive by analysis.
Hardening against IEMP within the component boxes utilized low-Z coating of inner
surfaces and conformal coating of all circuit boards.

Testing to assure design hardness utilized flash x-ray (FXR) exposure at > threat level
exposure of all circuit designs for upset and burnout immunity, 100% latch-up screen of all
JIICs (including some LSICs), FXR testing of components at $, junction saturation level to
insure implementation of hardening and component functional performance, and current
injection testing (CIT) of all TPD functional types at 10X predicted current levels.

Interesting was the fact that the most difficult problems were those dealing with upset on a
circuit or component level, and latch up at the piece part level in LSICs. These will
become more complex and difficult as LSIC/VLSIC usage increases, due to their increased
susceptibility to x-ray bursts and cosmic rays. The following discussion illustrates the
problem.

THE HARDENING PROBLEM

Whether a semiconductor junction is susceptible to radiation transient induced (x-ray burst
or cosmic ray) upset depends on its operational speed and the amount of power required to
activate it relative to that deposited by the x-ray burst or cosmic ray -- e. g. low power-
high frequency devices being more susceptible than high power-audio devices. Whether
latch up can be induced among junctions in an IC chip depends on their susceptibility to
upset, their isolation relative to each other and the relative gain in the virtual and parasitic
junctions.

The LSIC/VLSIC technologies which appear attractive for new military space applications
operate at very high speeds (>> 10MHz), at switching energy levels of - - 1 pico-joule/
gate, and can perform very complex functions on a single chip. They are susceptible to
both multiple (x-ray burst) and single (cosmic ray) upsets. They may also be susceptible to
latch-up from the same sources, depending on their chip architecture. If they employ field
effect technology (MOS), they will be more sensitive to total dose performance
degradation than if bipolar technology is used. None of these susceptibilities are



compatible with a requirement for error free, reliable, undegraded component performance
over the mission life.

Testing of such devices to determine their susceptibility, while feasible during the design
phase, may be impractical during production. For example, testing for sensitivity to
functional upset, latch up or burn-out induced by an x-ray burst can be accomplished with
a flash x-ray (FXR) source. Testing for sensitivity to single junction upset or subfunctional
latch up/burn-out caused by cosmic rays requires a high energy heavy ion accelerator
(cyclotron) -- expensive and not always available. Further, in the latch up case, it is not
clear that a part’s latch up susceptibility would be the same for the two environments.
However, if they were, the less expensive and more available FXR could be used for
production screening. Much more research is required here.

If the piece part’s susceptibility to latch up is dependent on its operational state, then
testing of each state may be required to insure no latch up. Since the number of states can
be very large (> 100), testing will be very time consuming and the accumulated dose
maybe sufficient to degrade device performance below that required. Recent investigations
have shown that for screening against x-ray burst induced latch up in LSICs, the number of
test states required can be greatly reduced (a) by determining from the chip architecture the
number of basic functional types used and testing all parallel types in their required states
and (b) by determining the input and output states dictated by peripherals which are
similarly exposed. In both cases the number of states requiring testing can be reduced for
typical LSICs (AMD 2910) to ~ 10. However, only the first approach may be applicable
for cosmic ray screening.

An alternative to radiation screening to eliminate latch up susceptible piece parts is the use
of power strobing. This technique is useful in microprocessors but not in mass memories if
nonvolatility is required. Automatic power interrupt is possible by current limiting on
devices which show a very large current increase over normal when driven into saturation
by radiation. This is applicable to very low power device types (CMOS) under total
junction illumination (x-ray) but not necessarily if only a few junctions are affected.

Long operational orbit lifetimes requires piece parts having high reliability and high
immunity to total dose degradation from natural and enhanced radiation belt environments.
Unfortunately, these two requirements are not always compatible; and, since reliability is
the dominant requirement for initial orbital operation, piece parts used must pass the
standard reliability test procedures before their sensitivity to radiation degradation is
addressed. To date, availability and reliability of “hardened” ICS, particularly MOS types,
have limited their use in space. Unhardened reliable devices which are used are heavily
shielded to minimize total dose degradation. Undoubtedly, LSICs and VLSICs will be 



faced with the same problems and the shielding weight requirements decrease their
attractiveness.

SUMMARY

Efforts to harden a spacecraft were described above, together with the results of satellite-
level x-ray exposure. The natural and hostile space radiation environment was discussed
which can cause piece part upset, latch-up, burnout and performance degradation.
Solutions and test procedures were described which were effective for SSICs but which
may not be applicable or practical for LSICs or VLSICs. In conclusion, much more work
must be done on hardness assurance techniques for these newer devices, along with
emphasis on the performance requirements for satellites using them, and consideration of
their basic sensitivities - before they are incorporated into new satellite designs. Moreover,
these basic sensitivities need to be considered by the LSIC and VLSIC designer so that his
final product will be useful in space applications.

Figure 1.  STARSAT-Huron King Test Site VLOS Pipe



Figure 2.  STARSAT Experiment for Huron King

Figure 3.  Faraday Cage Concept



• EXECUTION OF PROGRAMMED COMMANDS FROM T - 15 MIN TO T+13.5
MIN

• ONE SYNCH FRAME (ONE SEC) LOST AT T=0 (OPERATIONALLY
ACCEPTABLE)

• GOOD DATA ON >90% OF MONITORS

• NO EXECUTION OF SCRAMBLED COMMAND

• NO CHANGE IN OPERATIONAL MODE

• NO ABNORMAL CIRCUIT RECOVERY TIMES

• NO CATASTROPHIC FAILURES

• NO SGEMP/TREE INDUCED BURNOUT OF ELECTRONICS

• ONE ANOMALY - ONE TELEMETRY WORD LOST - HARD RAM UPSET

Figure 4.  Preliminary Results

Measurement Category
Number of

Measurements Mean Over (Under) Prediction

External Fields

External Sheath

Internal Fields

Internal Sheath

Antennas

Pin Currents

17

13

25

38

5

49

-12.2 dB

+13.3 dB

+ 9.99 dB

+17.7 dB

+20.2 dB

+ 9.31 dB

(X 4.0)

X 4.6

X 3.2

X 7.7

X10.2

X 2.9

Figure 5.  Summary by Category



Figure 6.  Hard Flip- Flop

Figure 7.  Current Limiting Guide



Figure 8.  SGEMP Terminal Protection


